Jean-Paul Revel, CALTECH
As the year ends there is a bumper crop of announcements of advances that I find absolutely amazing. First of course is the continued clever
use of light as a veritable tool in manipulating everything from atoms
(entrapping them in "atomic molasses") to having tugs of war with biological
motors (using "light tweezers"). But these developments will be for discussion another time. What I want to talk about in this installment are advances
in Near Field Scanning Optical Microscopy (NSOM), which has now been
used by Chichester and Betzig1 to visualize single molecules.
In classical (far field) optics, resolution is limited by diffraction to about
1/2 the wavelength of the radiation used for imaging. Near field optics overcome this limitation by use of scanning techniques similar to those employed
in Scanning Tunneling or Scanning Force Microscopy. Each point on the
sample is successively illuminated by a light source of very small physical
size, say 100 nm wide, placed 10 nm from the sample, thus ensuring that
the light does not spread far from the tip and illuminates only a very small
area, of a size comparable to that of the light source itself. The light emitted
from the sample (in the case of fluorescence as in the experiments described) is picked up by a detector in the far field below the sample by a
photon counting avalanche photodiode with a small active area, confocai
with the aperture in the image plane of the objective used to collect the light.
Such devices have previously been used to detect molecules with numerous (-30) chromophores. The paper under discussion shows that it is
actually possible to detect a single chromophore when well separated from
its neighbors The compound used are molecules of the commercially available (Molecular Probes, inc.) carbocyanin dye drfCT2. Carbocyanin dyes
are fluorescent. For the experiments under discussion molecules of dilC12
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were embedded in a thin film of of poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) at a calculated density of 23 molecules/m'. Betzig and Chichester show that not only can
they detect individual molecules but that by analyzing the polarization of the signal they can obtain information about the orientation of the individual molecules
in space.
Betzig and Chichester are well aware of the potential applications of their
technology. They chose dilC12 not only because it is photostable and has a
large absorption cross section but also because carbocyanine dyes are lipaphilic
which makes them very useful as stains for cell membranes. They are used
extensively for tracing cells in both living and fixed tissues.
Single molecule detection the authors say "represents the ultimate goal in
trace chemical analysis and has been proposed as a tool for rapid base sequencing of DNA". They suggest in addition that attaching fluroophors to membrane
proteins would permit one to study the behavior of individual as opposed to populations of molecules. This would obviously be a very useful complement to patch
clamping studies by which physiological properties of individual membrane channels can often be elucidated. This and other similar approaches will or already
have allowed spectral analysis of single molecules. Kopelman and Tar/ point out
that another unexpected bonus will be "rugged, ultraslim, ultrasensitive and ultrafast fiber optic sensors", which will "require only attoliters of sample, zeptomotes
(10' moles) of the unknown substance, and milliseconds or faster response
times". Zut alors! Zeptomoles and attoliters, what! Attaboy Betzig and Chichester, Tan and Kopelman and all of you Zeptoscopists (obviously microscopists
and microanalysis are about to be left in far field)! And so to all, Microscopists,
Zeptoscopists, and others wherever you are along the optical spectrum, a very
happy and very fruitful New Year. May all of your best dreams come true.
•
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The Denton Desk II is a self-contained table top DC
magnetron cold sputLer/etch unit for coating SEM
specimens. The Desk II comes to you complete with DVI's
patented Anode Grid, an internal mechanical pump and
your choice of Au or AuPd targets. Designed for biological
and material research applications, the Desk II is available
in several models capable of coating specimens ranging in
size from standard SEM stubs to full 8 inch wafers. The
system is also available with an optional carbon evaporation
accessory unit for EDX. For additional information, contact
Denton Vacuum at 609-424-1012 or by fax at 609-424-0395.
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Attaboy! Attoboys,
or the new Zeptoscopists

{***): Contact Microscopy Today for further
information.
•
Jan 18/20 '94: TEM Sample Preparation Short
Course/Workshop. Arizona State Univ., Tempe, AZ.
Dr. Farhad Shaapur: (602)965-0399.
•/
Jan 26/28 '94: Crystal Data File and Electron
Diffraction. (ICDD Short Course). Theresa Maguire:
(215)325-9814.
•
Feb3/4 '94: IR-Plan Microscope Training
(Spectra-Tech). Stamford, CT. Debbie Esposito: (800)
243-9186.
•
Feb 22/25 & Mar 1/4 '94: Digital Microscopy and
EELS Imaging (Gatan Short Course}. Pleasanton, CA.
Jacob Wilbrink: (510)224-7316
•
Feb 27/March 4 '94: PITTCON'94. Chicago IL
Alma Johnson (412)825-3220.
•
Mar 8/11 '94: Ultramicrotomy for Materials Science (Univ. of Arizona Materials Labs/RMC short
course). Tucson, AZ. Bob Chiovetti, RMC: (602)8897900 or Supapan Seraphin: (602)321-7719.
•
Mar 14/18 & 21/25 '94: Practical Aspects of
Scanning Electron Microscopy. (Univ. of MD 4.5 day
short courses). College Park MD. TimMaugel:
(301)405-6898.
•
April 5/7 '94: MRS Spring Meeting. San Francisco CA. Mary E. Kaufold: (412)367-3036.
/
May7/12'94: Food Structure Annual Meeting.
Toronto, Canada. Dr. Om Jchari: (708)529-6677.
S
May 11/12'94: Scanning Probe Microscopy and
Analysis (Northwestern Univ. seminar). Evanston, IL.
Allison Ando: (708)491-3365.
•
May 16/17'94: High Performance Plastics.
(Northwestern Univ. seminar). Evanston, IL. Allison
Ando: (708)491-3365.
•/
May 17/19'94: Image Analysis and Measurement (North Carolina State Univ. short course). Raleigh,
NC. JoniTanner: (919)515-2261.
•
May 17/20 '94: SCANNING '94. (FAMS &
SEEMS) Charleston SC. Mary Sullivan: (201)818-1010.
•
LEHIGH MICROSCOPY SHORT COURSES
June 13/17'94: Basic Course:
SEM and X-ray Micro analysis
June 20/24, 94: Advanced Courses:
Advanced Scanning Imaging
Quantitative X-ray Microanalysis
Mi era characterization
AFM, STM and other Scanned Probe Microscopes
June 20/23 '94: Analytical Electron Microscopy
For registration & other information, contact Dr. David
B. Williams: Tel.: (215)758-5133, Fax: (215)758-4244
•/
June 16/18'94: Current Trends In Immunocytochemical Protocols, Geo. Washington Univ. Medical
Ctr. Washington, DC. Fred Lightfoot: (202)994-2881.
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Manufacturers & Suppliers, Please Note:
In response to 16 advertisements in our last issue, we have to date received 438
requests from readers for additional infomation. Requests range from a low of 10 for
one advertiser to high of 71 for another.
Based upon amount paid for advertising, this on the average works out to $21.43
for each mailed request for additional information. And, should you believe an
analysis that between 2 and 3 requests are typically received direct for each mail
request received, this works out to around S5 for each inquiry (direct plus mail). On a
cost-for-action basis, we submit that our service is VASTLY superior to any other.
Based upon a rumor that some in this business "fudge" their numbers (i.e. mail list
size), we will provide verification of the above to any interested party
Ed.
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Experimenter's
Tool Kit
Scanning Probe Microscopy, is the fastest
y growing area of nanometer-scale research.
Research that, by its very nature, involves experimentation.
And experimentation demands flexible instruments.
To meet this important need for flexible SPM instruments,
TopoMetrix offers the Experimenter's Tool Kit.
We're well known in the SPM community as the one company
that offers "open-architecture" SPMs. Open-architecture
electronics that permit direct, easy access to control and
data functions. Open-architecture software — D-BOSS — a
high-level instrument control language that lets you change
experiment parameters and functions to suit your needs.
And open-architecture hardware that accommodates a wide
range of scanning heads and sample geometries.
Whether your need is electronics, software,
hardware, or complete systems,
TopoMetrix thinks you should buy
what you want, when you
want, and configure it the way
you want.
To learn more, call us today at
1-800-765-5067. Then you can get
started on an Experimenter's
Tool Kit that's exactly right
for you.
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